2022 Prospective Graduate Student Virtual Open House
March 25, 2022 (all times given in Central Time (CT))

General Departmental Information
8:30 – 9:00 am CT Welcome from the Department Head (Zoom) -- Matthias Grosse Perdekamp
9:00 – 10:00 am CT Illinois Physics Graduate Program and Q&A (Zoom) -- Lance Cooper

Real-Time Gather.Town and Zoom Meetings with Illinois Faculty and Students
(You will need to use Chrome or Firefox for the Gather.Town meetings)
10:00 – 11:00 am CT Condensed Matter Experiment and Theory Gather.Town Meeting
Condensed Matter Experiment and Theory Research Videos

11:00 am – noon CT AMO/QI Gather.Town Meeting
AMO/QI Research Videos
Illinois Quantum Information Science and Technology Center (IQUIST)

Noon – 1 pm Women in Physics Videoconference (Zoom) Join Professor Sangjin Kim – along with other professors and graduate student representatives – for a virtual coffee hour

1:00 – 2:00 pm CT Biophysics Gather.Town Meeting
Biophysics Research Videos

2:00 – 3:00 pm CT High Energy/Nuclear Physics Gather.Town Meeting
High Energy Experiment and Theory Research Videos
Nuclear/Intermediate Energy Physics Research Videos

3:00 – 4:00 pm CT Astrophysics/Relativity/Cosmology Gather.Town Meeting
Astrophysics, Relativity, and Cosmology Research Videos

4:00 – 6:00 pm CT Gather.Town Meeting with Illinois Physics Graduate Students
The Physics Grad Student Association and Grad Student Life